Bilateral agreement

The Library and Information Centre of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (MTA KIK) and the World Complexity Science Academy (WCSA) hereby agree to the following:

1. The MTA KIK and the WCSA exchange information in relation to communication research and education.
2. They help each other in distributing information on relevant conferences, call for papers or other events which might be interesting for their members and they can also co-brand the initiatives they organize both in partnership and autonomously.
3. MTA KIK designates the project coordinator Edina Szikszai who will be responsible to keep on contact with WCSA CCO GIULIA MANCINI and transfer her information.
4. The MTA KIK is obligated to distribute the information coming from WCSA on the its website and eventually by any other medium and this obligation is reciprocal thus WCSA (www.wcsaglobal.org).
5. Either part can end this agreement at any time by simple written notification to the other part.
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